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Student speakers deliver
messages of triumph
during Paly graduation

By palo-alto-online May 31, 2019

Palo Alto High School recognized its centennial graduating class
Thursday evening, but the commencement ceremony was more
than just a celebration of academic achievement.

Family members and friends watch and photograph graduates during

Palo Alto High School’s 2019 commencement.

Annie Tsui poses for a picture with her parents Stella Xu and Alex Tsui
after commencement at Palo Alto High School.

Will Hamon, Arjun Lahiri and Jacob Chernyak take a selfie before
commencement.

The scene met the expectations of typical high school graduation
ceremonies: proud parents snapping photos with their cellphones
and cameras and students posing for selfies with their friends while
showing off their elaborately decorated caps. The mood quickly
became reflective as student speakers took to the podium to honor
their diverse cultures and upbringings, acknowledge the guidance
they’ve received throughout their lives from their parents and
commemorate overcoming adversity.

Gerzain Guttierez delivers his speech titled “Dream to Reality” at Palo Alto
High School’s 2019 commencement.

Alexander Daw delivers his speech titled “The Result,” which was met

with applause Palo Alto High School’s 2019 commencement.

Alexander Daw, who shared his experience of being bullied throughout
his youth during his graduation, hugs a friend after commencement.

Conquering obstacles was an underlying theme of the event.
During his speech “Dream to Reality,” student speaker Gerzain
Guttierez talked about his experience learning English in third
grade, when he entered the Palo Alto Unified School District as a
first-generation Mexican American student, and his struggles to fit
in.

“So many people believed in me when I didn’t. I’ve failed so many
times and been through the toughest times, but here I am standing
in front of all of you,” Guttierez proudly said.

Fellow speaker Alexander Daw shared details about being bullied
throughout his youth for being African American and raised by a
single mother as he delivered his speech “The Result,” which
followed a rhythmic, poetic flow similar to that of spoken word.

“I admit it; I wanted to be noticed, but my mom taught me how
to work with no praise

and I admit it; I wanted a handout, but football taught me how
to earn my place

and I admit it; I wanted to stand out, but Paly taught me how to
save my place.

To be a person, not a label, not another blank slate.

To go out and be you, and not to save face,” Daw said to
applause and cheers from the crowd.  

Graduates Maya Rollerson, Meletoeumu Kata and Laviena
Pelesikoti also paid respects to their Polynesian heritage with a
dance performance to “Ke Tulou” in between Guttierez and Daws’s
speeches.

“I’m just grateful I made it this far,” said Jesus Ayon, who is
heading to the University of California, Irvine to study computer
science in the fall. As an East Palo Alto resident, he said he is
proud to have successfully navigated his way through Paly, where
he was among the minority. “I just want to go as far as I can and do
as much as I can for my community and my family,” he said.

For many students, the occasion was bittersweet. “I am
heartbroken but hopeful,” said Associated Student Body President
Vivian Feng who kicked off the student reflections portion of the
event.

“I’m heartbroken that I might not get to see some of you again,
but hopeful that at least we will live in each others’ memories,” she
said.

Kaushik Seshardi said that he will miss his friends when he heads
off to the University of California at Berkeley to pursue a chemical
engineering degree. But graduating “marks a period of growth” for
him, he said, as he spent his last days of high school reflecting upon
his maturation from freshman year up until this point.

Parents in attendance shared similar conflicting emotions. Shireen
Bazzi and Mohamad Mourad said they had “very mixed feelings”
because they were proud of their daughter Yasmine Mourad and
excited for her future, but will miss her when she goes away to
college in Indiana.

“She’s used to change,” Mohamad Mourad said of his daughter,
noting that they’ve lived in five countries throughout her life. “But
every time she’s faced change we were with her and this time we’re
not going to be there.”

As Feng addressed her fellow graduates, she said she hopes their
class will leave a legacy of “ambition and conviction.”

“We should hold one another accountable to act on our dreams,”
she said. “It is up to us, collectively, to believe in the abilities, not
just of others, but of ourselves. It is up to us to expect action, not
just of others, but of ourselves.”

Slideshow: Palo Alto High
School’s Class of 2019
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Graduates toss their caps in the air after the end of commencement at Palo Alto High School on May 30, 2019. Photo by Magali Gauthier

Graduating students Meletoeumu
Kata, Maya Rollerson and Laviena
Pelesikoti paid respect to their
Polynesian culture with a dance
performance to “Ke Tulou.” 

Palo Alto High Associated Student
Body President Vivian Feng kicked off
student reflections during the
school’s 2019 commencement
ceremony.

A student prepares to march into commencement.

Hyunwoo Roh and Abby Black pose for a photo before commencement. 

Graduates hang out by the lockers before commencement.

Kaylie Nguyen secures Emily Wang’s graduation cap with a bobby pin before commencement.

Graduates line up before commencement at Palo Alto High School.

Adam Paulson, principal of Palo Alto High School, welcomes the crowd at commencement.

A graduate smiles during a speech at commencement.

Graduates clap after their classmate Gerzain Guttierez delivers his speech at commencement.

David Foster takes a photo with Matt Hall, student activities director at Palo Alto High School, after being presented with the Viking Award at commencement.

A student takes a photo with Palo Alto High School Principal Adam Paulson after receiving his diploma at commencement.

A graduate shows off two diplomas after crossing the stage at commencement.

A graduate smiles as he steps off the stage at commencement.

Rebecca Van Dyck stands up and cheers for a graduate at commencement. 

The stage fills up with graduates waiting to receive their diplomas during commencement.

Jessica Lee and Megan Chai pose for a photo together after commencement at Palo Alto High School.

A graduate holds up her decorated cap for a photo after commencement.

Tess Manjarrez, Paloma Mitra and Evan Baldonado take a photo together after commencement. 

Annie Tsui poses for a picture with her parents Stella Xu and Alex Tsui after commencement. 

Meletoeumu Kata poses for photos with friends and family after commencement.

Tucker Biorn lifts his little cousins up for a photo after commencement.

Many attendees of Palo Alto High School’s commencement on May 30, 2019 brought congratulatory balloons to celebrate their graduates.

TALK ABOUT IT

Congratulate this year’s
Palo Alto High School
Class of 2019 on Town
Square, the online
discussion forum at
PaloAltoOnline.com.
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